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What can architects, landscape architects and urban designers do to make urban 

open spaces, streets and squares more responsive , li vely and safe? 

Urban Sustainability through Environmental Design seeks to answer this question 
by providing the analytica l tools and practical methodologies that can be employed 
for sustainable and long-term solutions to the design and management of urban 

environments. 

In recent years , there has been obvious success in smartening and repopulating our 
towns and cities; however, there are concerns that these responses to regeneration 
are capable of sustaining only a limited sector of the community through the creation 
of 'boutique' environments and 'cappuccino' culture. Urban Sustainabfflty through 
Environmental Design discusses this approach, ca lling into question the capability of 
'quick-fix ' development solutions to provide the estab li shment of fixed communi ties 
and suggesting a more time-conscious and evolutionary approach. The book focuses 
specifically on the ana lytica l side of this problem, presenting tools of urban analysis 

se lected to frame long-term, sustainable urban design solutions. 

Urban Sustainability through Environmental Design is the first significant attempt to 
draw together and publish a pan-European view on sustainable urban design with 
a specific focus on social sustainability. It presents an innovative approach that 
focuses on what sustains solutions rather than on the solut ions themselves: on the 
tools of urban analysis rather than the interventions. With its practical approach and 

wide-ranging discussion, this book will appeal to all those involved in producing 
communities and spaces for sustainab le living , from students to academics through 
to dec ision-makers and professional leaders . 

Kevin Thwaltes researches and teaches landscape architecture and urban design 
at the Department of Landscape, University of Sheffield , where he is Director of 
Learn ing and Teaching. He has worked in private practice and, with Ian Simkins, 
is co-founder of elp:rdu, a research facility which explores experiential aspects of 

outdoor space use. 
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of Architecture and Planning of the Polytechnic of Milan, Italy, where he holds the 
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Preface 
Hi ldebrand Frey 

In the thousands of years of urban development only one short period introduced layout patterns 
and volumetric forms that changed the structure and face of the dty. New design principles of 
the modernist city were promoted by Le Corbusler, who in the early 19205 called for the 
replacemen t of much of our urban heritage of tOd3y'S inner-city areas by free-standing towef5 
and slabs, Unfortunately, during the 1950s, 1960s and early 19705 this is exactly what we did, 
and 'The evil that Le Corbusier did lives after him' (Hall [1988]1990: 204). 

Around the mid-1970s we started to understand the damage that had been done not only to 
the city but also to the citizens, and this rekindled our affection for the traditional (pre-modernist) 
city. People like Kevin Lynch, Jane Jacobs, Christopher Alexander and many others built the 
foundation for the renaissance of the 'good city' and elucidated its superior social, environmental 
and spatiaVformal properties, The irony is that, regardless how hard we try to recreate these 
properties, we seem 10 be unable to succeed. There are many reasons for this, but only a few shall 

be spelled out 
The pre-industrial traditional city grew incrementally and, more importantly. very slowly as Ihe 

result of the decisions of individual people, enterpris~ and local authorities. ThiS meant that each 
new project had time to study its urban context and shape it such that it would be compatible 
with the existing morphology, construction systems, materials and facades to maintain continuity 
of urban structure and form . There was also time fOf each project to be specifically deSigned and 
adorned to generate architectural and functional variety within continuity. There was specifically 
also time to design and develop the public realm , and some of the most beautiful and popular 
publiC sq uares took hundreds of years to be completed to their present-day form . 

Industrializat ion caused cities to grow, f irst also relatively slowly, However, when industrialization 

accelerated, population and housing demand grew enormously. Consequently, the building process 
had to be accelerated and th is meant simpler details, cheaper materials and mass repetition of the 
same building types. Public squares and buildings during this period were still very carefully 
designed and landscaped, built by leading industrialists and councillors to express the pride in the 
city's economic and cultural growth. Most importantly, the original morphology of the city and 
the scale of buildings were maintained and expanded so that even poorly bUilt urban fabric In 
workers' areas stili had many of the characterist ic,> we today classify as some of the keys to 
sustainable development: density, a mixture of uses, local facilities in walking distance and so forth. 

Alter the Second World War much of the historical fabric in inner-city areas was demolIShed 
and the modernist city came into existence to provide decent housing for the masses. Prefabrication 
systems, adopted to speed up the process of construction, stereotype high-rise blocks and slabs 
with mass-produced and therefore endlessly repetitive facades and use zOning meant that the 
Visual-formal variety and vibrancy of urban life of the earlier city vanished. Streets, no longer 
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enclosed by buildings, had now onl~ one fundion: to accommodate vehicular traffic. Most new 
towns and Comprehensive Development Areas were planned, designed and constructed in little 
more than 20- 25 years. There was no time for thoughtful design and slow incremental 
development. It is at this point in the city's history that the qualities of the traditional city were 
largely lost. 

Today we are part of a global economy and much of the development in the city is no longer 
loca lly promoted but the work of :JOwerlul transnational enterprises and companies, virtually 
uncontrollable by our planning systEm, with little if any knowledge of, or interest in, local urban 
qualities and conditions. Their architectu re has become internationalized, and much of the shaping 
of the public realm is done for commercial benefits. Most importantly, the scale of development 
has increased considerably. Despite the fact that we today recognize again the necessity of urban 
blocks and a legible structure of streets enclosed by buildings at Jea5t in the inner area of the city, 
the built environment is plain, mixed use is reduced to a few shopping streets and the human 
scale of city streets has been largely lost as a result of over-scaled commercial development and 
under-scaled suburbia. 

This conundrum attracted the attention of the authors of this book . In a collaborative process 
they developed an understanding of the problems we face, redefined the properties of a good 
city and developed a considerable number of 'tools' that help plar ners and designers to pursue 
and, hopefully, achieve these proper.ies. The tools will provide answers to the following questions. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

What are the properties of the city that support a sustainable social, economic, land·use and 
temporal mix? 
What spatial. strudural and adivity patterns and what travel distance values of a city promote 
sustainable forms of transport? 
How can transport be made to -espond to the needs of vulnerable groups and become more 
socially inclusive? 
To what degree does centrality and good accessibility of a place contribute to its attragiveness, 
safety and vibrancy of uses? 
How can social, economic and environmental outcomes of urban development be accurately 
measured? 
How can individual people and entire communit ies be actively involved in urban development 
from the initial briefing stage to design and implementation ? 
How can participation and social inclusion in the shaping of the everyday spatial envirOflment 
involve the under-represented sectors of society (e.g. children, people with learning difficulties) 
to become a truly inclusive process? 
How do the geometric patterns of urban spaces influence their environmental conditions (e.g. 
r~iat ion exchange. energy consumption, wind porosity, visibility) and ultimately the well-being 
of people? 
What specific characteristics add a human dimension to an urban space and transform it into 
a people-friendly place? 
How do specific spatial characteristics and design details of public urban spaces influence 
people's behaviour patterns and the use dynamics of the space] 

In view of the w idely experienced difficulty of translating concepts of sustainable urban 
development and form into practically applicable action programmes, the combination of a 
theoretical underpinning of the notion of sustainable development with practical advice as to how 
to achieve it is one of the strengths of this book. Another one is that the authors and contributors 
- all interested in the planning and design of urban space - bring experiences to the discussion 
from a variety of backgrounds and disciplines: architecture, urban design, urban planning, landscape 
architecture, environmenta l design, environmental psychology. geography, urban transport 



planning and theoretical physics; this makes it possible to investigate urban issues and problems 
from different perspectives. The third strength of the book is the way in which the authors have 
worked together: rather than each of them writing a separate chapter, they collectively discussed 
all contributions to the book in internet conferences so that something like a 'concerted' and holistic 
view emerged to overcome the disciplinary fragmentation of much of the debate on the city and 

sustainability. 

" 

Preface xv 



11 Multiple centrality assessment: 
mapping centrality in networks 
of urban spaces 
Sergio Porta and Vito Latora 

Introduction 

Centrality is a key factor in shaping both urban 
space and urwn life, Places that are perceived 

as central in respect to all others in the system 
of reference are assigned more value, are easier 

to reach and are more clearly conceptualized. 
Apart from such cognitive prominen<:e (Conroy
Dal ton and Zi mring, 2003), places can be 
actually located in a more central position in 
the system of ci ty spaces: in this case, they 
exhibit a geographic prominence. The two 
dimensions of centrality of a place, cognitive 
and geographic. are strictly interwoven in a 
complex dance, a subtle balance which plays a 
crucial role in contributing to the performance 
of that place in terms of many relevant urban 
dynamics. 

Central places tend 10 be more popular, in 
that everyone knows where they are located 
and can drive you there with simple, straight
forward directions; they also are more popular 
in the sense that they are very often crowded 
with people moving around for a lot of different 
reasons and taking advantage of the environ
mental and human diversity_ Because of that, 
central places are usually safer from criminality 
because they are more efficiently self-surveilled 
(Newman 1973): more people on the street 
means more eyes on it (Jacobs 1961), more 
social control and more informal collective man
agement of problemat ic situations, cases and 
needs. Also, central places are richer in secon
dary activities and services of all kinds that 
exist in the daily, ordinary exchange with other 
people in movement: grocers, pharmacies, libra-

ries, wine-bars and caf~s, butchers and green
grocers, music and clothes stores and the like, 
which in turn attract more and more people to 
a public space w hich makes it safer and safer 
again , In turn, this favours the introduction of 
other primary land uses like theatres, opera 
houses, city halls, secondary schools and institu
tions for educat ion and resea rch, major libraries 
and special activities like civic aquariums, out
door markets and exh ibit ion centres, Primary 
activities in turn attract other people again, 
which further reinforces the virtual loop towards 
the making of a lively, vibrant, diverse, popular 
and safe urban centre. 

Why w as multiple centra lity 
assessment created? 

Because the creation of such urban centres is a 
priority for any policy of sustainable urban plan
ning and design aimed al the realization of the 
nodaVinformation city of the future (Newman 
and Kenworthy 1999), whatever may help in 
understanding the potentia! of an existing place 
to be central, as well as that of a proposed place 
in alternative development designs, is very 
useful. The lack of the understanding of such 
potential, in fact, seems to have played a role 
in the decay and failure of many urban places 
and projects, especially after the advent of 
modern planning, such as most - if not all -
large social housing estates in the Western 
world. After previous studies mainly anchored 
to an interpretation of spatial centrality which 
was limited to issues of t ransportation, regional 
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analysis or economic geography (Wilson 2000), 
and alter the 'configurational' approach of 
space syntax since the early 1980s (Hillier and 
Hanson 1984; Hillier 1996), multiple centrality 
assessment (M CA) implemen ts to cities and 
open spaces concepts and tools of the network 
analysis of non-spatial systems in sociology 
(Wasserman and Faust 1994) or the physics of 
complex networks (Boccaleui el al. 2006). The 
MCA tool produces visually dear, intuitive maps 
of urban areas and regions, highlighting the 
centrality of streets in their global or local 
surroundings (Plate 3). 

For w hat and who m was MeA 
created? 

In any effort towards the sustainable ci ty of 
the future it is important to understand which 
places hold the greater potential to be, or 
become, the 'backbone' of a neighbourhood, a 
district or a city. Much of the recent debate 
about urban sustainability at the internationa l 
level, in fact. focuses the concept of compact. 
walkable, diverse urban centres (Jenks and 
Dempsey 200S) as the anchors (or 'nodes') of a 
metropolitan to regional territorial framework 
that minimizes the need of cars and private 
transportation while maximizing the oppor
tunity to choose among a mix of alternative and 
collective means. Such centres also work as the 
core of a hierarchy of community that embodies 
a social perspective in a vision of sustainable 
cit ies (Frey 1999). Prerequisite to the functioning 
of such 'transi t-oriented' centres (Calthorpe and 
Fulton. 2001 Cervero 2004) is their capacity to 
attract people, shops and services at the local 
level. then upwards in a hierarchy of mobility to 
the district and city levels (Urban Task Force 
1999). The locational centrality of streets, as 
streets are the constituent part of the structure 
of any urban 'organism' (Marshall 2(05). deeply 
affects this potential, which is also affected by 
other famil ies of factors. like the 'constitutiona l' 
(Hillier 2004) and the functional. Therefore, in 
short. the locariona/. constitutional and func· 
tional dimensions of a city space contribute to 
its potential to be the heart of community life 
at different scales: MCA accounts for the loca· 
tiona I, while formal indicators analysis (Porta 

and Renne 2005) and accessibility analysis to 
retail and services account for the constitutional 
and funct ional. 

Altogether. these models may offer a highly 
descriptiV€' device for the purjX)SeS of researchers, 
students. practitioners. stakeholders and policy
makers in all fields related to urban studies and 
sustainable development in bUilt-up areas. 

How does M eA work? 

M(Acan be applied to different spatial systems 
and at different scales. using substantially dilfe· 
rent procedures. For the purposes of this 
chapter, we will present the core application 
that works on networks of streets and inter· 
sect ions: readers can refer to recent publications 
for any technical and methodological detail 
(Porta et a/. 200Ga, 2006b. 2oo6c; Cardillo et a/. 
2006; Crucitli et a/. 2006a. 2006b; Scellato 
et al. 2006; Scheurer and Porta 2006). The road 
system is represented as a network of arcs and 
nodes, which is easily turned into a mathe· 
matica l device called a graph. The kind of street· 
graph format that MeA uses is the most 
common standard worldwide for geographers. 
traff ic planners and everyone in the field of 
urban analysiS: it turns streets into edges and 
intersections into nodes. Obvious as it might 
appear, this point should not be taken for 
granted: in fact, this cha racteristic differentiates 
MCA from its closest 'competitor', space syntax, 
which is based on dual graphs where streets are 
represented as nodes and intersect ions as 
edges. The primal graph ground allows MCA to 
retain the geographic content of spatial systems. 
so that distances are computed in metric rather 
than topologic terms: this property makes MCA 
more adherent to the traditional urban planning 
bias in favour of the geographic dimension of 
space; while space syntax, which is based on 
topologic distance (number of turns), is more 
orien ted to its cognitive dimension. Thus MCA. 
by using standard graph representations of road 
networks, takes advantages of the immense 
amount of information already available. and 
permanently updated. in all planning offices of 
cit ies in the developed world. 

The road graph is then imported into a GIS 
environment and cleaned up of the many 



'rumours' that are always present (in example, 
invisible disconnections); alter the cleaning, a 
table of connectivity is produced over which the 
algorithm lor the calculation of centrali t ies is 
launched. Such an algorithm calculates many 
different centrality indices that account for the 
several different ways in which a place can be 
considered to be central. This results, again in 
GIS, in a number of maps where a colour code 
is applied to streets in order to represent the 
centrality of those streets in terms of that par
t icular centrality index. Thus MCA does not 
produce one single 'solution', but instead a set 
of images w hich are never identical to each 
other: urban places can be central in one sense. 
and at the same time marginal in another sense. 

MCA illust ra ted through an example 
applicatio n 

MCA has been applied on many occasions for 
purposes of research and practice. In partner
ship with the Agencia de Ecologia Urbana of the 
city of Barcelona (Spain). MCA has been applied 
to identify structural properties of the urban 
network which shed new light on the role of 
historical routes and patterns that are st ill at 
work beneath the surface of the contemporary 
city (Plate 4). We also are working in Barcelona 
on a large investigation into the correlation 
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between street centrality and the location of 
economic activities of all kinds - a huge effort 
that involves some 170,000 real activities in the 
metropolitan area. 

MCA w as also applied with the Agencia in 
the context of the planning process of the city 
of Vitoria (Spain), where it helped in defining 
new visions for the development of the city 
structure. Under the framework of City Form, 
a research project led by a consortium of 
public and private bodies in the UK which 
involves five universities - Oxford, Sheffield, 
l eicester, Edinburgh and Glasgow - MCA 
developed all structural analysis of city-wide and 
neighbourhood·wide cases: such structural 
measures were correlated to other sustainability 
indicators, from environmental to economic, 
from soc ial to educational, from cultural to 
institutional. The correlation between street 
centra lity and the location of services and 
shops is still the subject of an ongoing investi
gation. 

This correlation has already been established 
through a f irst case study in Bologna. Italy (Table 
11 .1). Here the centrality of streets as a result 
of an in·depth MCA analysis turned out to 
exhibit a significant correlation with the density 
of shops and services: such correlation was 
especially relevant for betweenness central ity, 
w hich is a confirmation of the leading role that 

Tilble 11 1 lir.eilr cor,elatlon (f>e.arson Inde~} between kefnel deO'iity of meet cent(al,ty and kemel denSlly of ground·floor 
activrties on 80109"'" forst 15 posrjlons In 'ilnklng 

Rank no. Correlated variables KDE bandwidth Linear correlation 

Centralities Acrivires Me/res Pearson index 

1 C'~ Comm + Serv 300 0.727 
2 C'_ Comm 300 0.704 
3 C IGIoO> Comm +Serv 200 0.673 
4 c· ... C~m 200 0.653 
5 C' ... C~m 300 0,641 
6 C'~ Comm +Serv 300 0.620 
7 C' ... Comm +Serv 300 0.615 
8 C' ... Comm + Serv 300 0.608 
9 C' ... Comm +Serv 200 0.583 

10 C' ... Comm +Serv 100 0.567 
11 C' ... Comm + Serv 300 0.565 
12 C· ... C~m 100 0.555 
13 C' ... C=m 200 0.547 
14 C' ... Comm + Serv 200 0.546 
15 C' ... Comm 300 0.533 
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the 'passing-through' factor holds in driving the 
movement economy in a city context , 

An application of MeA in an urban design 
process was developed in Parma, Italy, where 
the model made it possible to distinguish the 
potential of open spaces among different 
project alternatives and finally to identify the 
best solution for the revitalization of pedestrian 
paths and green areas (Plate 5). 

N o t es 

The befWl'('(lIlt'$$ cem",lrty ((.) 01 a rlOde (intersection) 
meaSUfn the number of IDorIt'St palhs conneclmg 
every couple of nodes on Ille nelwork 1""1 Cf()5S lhal 
node: lherefore, C' caplures Ihl' exlent 10 which one 
space in Ihe city Is likely to be pas~ through while 
gOing from each place to eMh othl'r pklcl'. 

2 Thl' closeness cenf",lity (0) of a nodl' ml'aSUfl'5 the 
overall metnc distance fhal separates thaI node from 
every other node in the nelWotk; on so doing. c: 
caplures the simplest notion of a pl."!ce·s spallal 
cetHlal,ly ~ ,IS prOXlrTIIly to all Olher spiKl'5 in Ihe city. 

3 The sltilJ9lllnesscenlrality(CS) of a node measures how 
strarght (or hne<lr) IS the shortest path that COM!!(I5 thai 
I'IOde to!!Y!!fY other node on the my. thusgMOg an idea 
01 I~ 'se.lrd\ilbilrly' of a pl«e on the cogruuye practices 

• 

5 

for orrenteenng on the compIexrty of the crty's labynnlh. 
All rndtr:es can be computed g#obaIIy Of locally on thIS 
I."!ner ~, the kxaI centrality ('><I'f: C:,qx) of a node IS 
no more .efene<! to all OI:her nodesrn the nerwork. but 
rather lust to those nodes located Wlth,n a cl'rtain 
distance hom II (in this case, 1,600 metres). local 
measures grw an idea of how cenuality changes when 
dlanges occur to the googrilPhal tl'lTilory of reference 
01 the U5efSC lor ,nstance. US!!t"5 01 ordinary S!!MC!!S and 
acllVll,es irke grocefY stores or corner shops are hkely 
10 refer 10 much narrowef porlJom 01 the urban area 
(the fleIQhbour/1oodl than U5efS 01 hrghly special ized 
funCllOllS I,ke 1a,9l' malls, a"ports. hosp'talsor fmancial 
distri"s. In thiS sense, a place whICh 's locally cent ral 
offers potent,al in terms of the development 01 urban 
sub·centres and resident,al commun~it'S. 
The kernel density eSI,malion is a statistical probability 
means thaI visual,zes the density of 100al,OOs of a 
cer ta,n class of features (for example, shopo;of a certain 
krnd) that are reac.hab~ from any pOInt in the city. In 

tillS case, the kernel dens'ty has been used for 
correlallng fealUre5 01 different calegorres (basically 
shops and S!!MC!!'li on Of\!! hand aod weighted - by 

central,ty - streel5 on the other). 
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Plate) LeK;l'Stf'f. UK ITIiIppI09 global betweffiOl'$S (a) and Ioc:aI (d.16OOmt) 

closeness (b). The two Indices capture two of the many dlfferf'fu hidden hlf'filfchoes 

thaI are Inherent propertlf'S of the u.ban structure a""ays al work together In 

5haplng the CogMI\'e and geographk dimension of OUf relat lonsh,p with urban 

spaces. AppllClIhon developed Within the City form research framework. 



PI.lte 4 Barcelona, Sp.lin: MeA Voows closeness centra1ity 
investigated locally (1 d=1 .200rnt; 2 . d _2.400mt) and globally 

(3). The centrality of contemporary piaces reLlons clues of the 
prou'55 of the Ot15 hl5lorICai evolution. here the Rarnbl.l. 
which lies on the footpnn\ of the anc;lI!flt City wa11s. emerges ~ 

a 'canyon' of low centrahty at the ne-rghbourhood (1) scale, nol 
as a peak as could be eApl!Cted It IS a peak, actu.JIly, al the 
distnd (2) and. 10 a lesser extent. atlhe global (3) levels. 

AppIi<aIJOrl developed in partneNlIJ! WIth the Agenc;ra de 

Ecoiogia urOOn3 of 8arcelona. 



Plate 5 MCA ~flij~S 01 pedestnan and 

cycle paths in the um~rSlly campus of 
P~ r rna, northern Ita~' eXISting Muat,orl 
(col. 1), frrst altetfldt..re propoo;al 'the sptfle' 

(col 2) and ~ond alte<llalM! proposal 

'tile ling' (col. 3); cet"llral.ly· closeness (e'). 

betweenness (CO). straoghlne!>s (C~) and 
infofloollOfl lCI). The spone 5OIutron result 
witS more con:;rSIet"lt and was adopted as 
the basis for the final urban design plan. 

Appl ication developed In partnership With 
Rivl Eng ineering, Ita~. 


